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ABSTRACT: This article investigates the integration of grid and cloud computing technologies in medical and healthcare 

applications. Over the last years, there has been a significant advance in distributed processing power and scalability in 

addition to telecommunication advances and IoT technologies. These technologies are applied and improve many 

biomedical applications. The clinical and the research community benefit from distributed data processing and management, 

increased computational capabilities, enhanced diagnostic modelling, improved error correction and real-time data 

processing. The interoperability of health information systems is enhanced, ensuring secure and seamless data exchange. 

Besides, the integration of grid and cloud computing with emerging technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 

learning (ML) provides promising results for effective and enhanced capabilities in medical and healthcare applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The field of medicine and healthcare is undergoing a notable transformation as a result of the latest technological 

breakthroughs, with the incorporation of grid computing taking the forefront in this revolution. The rapid and exponential 

growth of medical data, along with the need for distributed processing facilities, has brought about a time when conventional 

computing paradigms become inadequate. The demand for robust computational power and distributed processing skills has 

become essential as a result of the increasing complexity of medical data.  

  

Grid computing emerged as a response to address the growing demand for scalable and distributed computational capacity 

and to overcome the limitations of traditional centralized computing systems in handling the complexities of current data-

intensive applications. Its aim was to leverage the combined capabilities of a network of interconnected resources.   The 

grid computing paradigm emerged in the late 20th century with the goal of creating a flexible and decentralized infrastructure. 

This architecture enabled the computer resources to be pooled together and operate as a unified system. 

  

Grid computing divides computer operations into smaller, controllable parts that are dispersed over a network. It is 

characterized by its decentralization, which enables the execution of multiple tasks simultaneously through parallel 

processing. This aspect sets it apart from traditional computing models. Grid computing greatly enhances job execution 

speed by harnessing the processing capabilities of numerous machines in parallel, which would otherwise be challenging 

for a single system to manage.  

  

Cloud computing, which has evolved from grid computing, offers the advantages of grid computing with expanded 

capabilities [1]. It introduced client-server computing architecture, higher scalability and flexibility in relation to grid 

computing, service-oriented approach and accessibility to computing resources through standard web protocols.  

  

The continuous evolution of healthcare applications led to the integration of the Internet of Things (IoT), which brought a 

new era of connectivity and data streaming. IoT devices, ranging from wearable health trackers to smart medical instruments, 

have become integral components of patient care. These devices generate real-time data, providing healthcare professionals 

with continuous insights into patient health and treatment efficacy. In the context of medical IoT, cloud computing serves 

as the backbone that processes and analyzes the vast streams of data generated by these devices. Wearable devices, for 

example, can continuously monitor vital signs, and the data they generate can be securely transmitted to cloud platforms for 
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analysis. This real-time connectivity facilitates proactive healthcare interventions, timely diagnostics, and personalized 

treatment plans.  

 

The evolution of computing architectures is presented in Fig.1. 

 

 

Fig.1: Evolution of computing architectures 

 

This paper investigates the role of grid, cloud and IoT computing architectures in addressing the evolving needs of healthcare 

applications. It specifies the evolving needs, it describes how these computing architectures address these needs and provides 

a list of the highlighted technologies in medical and healthcare applications.  

 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In this section, the healthcare section needs/requirements for grid computing and the healthcare/medical applications 

utilizing grid/cloud computing are investigated according to the relevant literature. 

 

A. Medical applications needs/requirements in the healthcare section  

The medical computational applications in healthcare have demonstrated their beneficial impact on patients and healthcare 

professionals [1]. Their requirements become even more demanding in recent years to address the volume/complexity of 

medical data as well as to meet the standards for high-quality and consistent health services. We have identified the following 

significant medical applications needs/requirements that grid computing addresses as follows.   

 

Parallel Processing: Grid computing allows for the parallel and simultaneous processing of algorithms in different datasets 

reducing the computational time. During clinical trials and epidemiological investigations, a substantial volume of data 

frequently requires processing and analysis.   Grid computing enables the distribution of this task among several computers, 

resulting in an acceleration of the whole process. 

 

Distributed Computing: Grid computing facilitates the dispersion of computer tasks among various geographically 

dispersed locations. This is especially advantageous in extensive investigations where data is gathered from multiple 

locations. 

 

Efficiency: Using grid's combined computational capabilities, researchers can greatly diminish the duration needed for data 

processing and analysis. Timely results are vital for decision-making in clinical trials and epidemiological investigations. 

 

Decentralization: Grid computing can enhance data security and privacy by distributing the processing of sensitive 

information over multiple nodes.   Ensuring patient data confidentiality is of utmost importance, particularly in healthcare 

research. 

 

Scalability (adaptability to workload): Grid computing allows the system to adjust and accommodate variations in 

workload. It has the ability to deploy resources in a flexible manner to meet the changing demands of a clinical trial or 

epidemiological investigation. 
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Interoperability: Grid computing can enhance the interoperability of health information systems, facilitating the smooth 

interchange of patient data among various healthcare providers and systems.  

 

Secure Data Sharing: Grid computing can be utilized with strong security protocols to facilitate the safe exchange of 

confidential healthcare data among authorized entities. 

 

Integration with Machine Learning and AI algorithms: As technology continues to advance, the integration of grid 

computing with emerging technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) is likely to further enhance 

its capabilities in medical and healthcare applications. 

 

Meeting these requirements is essential to create a robust and compliant grid computing infrastructure in the healthcare 

domain. 

 

B. Applications of grid/cloud computing in the healthcare sector 

 

eHealth involves the utilization of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to create a smart environments for 

the management and monitoring of individuals' health conditions [2]. Grid computing has been applied effectively in the 

medical and healthcare domains, leading to significant progress in research, diagnosis, treatment and health services 

management. Healthgrids is the term used to describe grid infrastructures that consist of applications, services, or 

middleware components designed to address the processing of biomedical data utilizing resources such as medical devices, 

databases, computational power and medical expertise [2]. Healthgrids have been applied effectively mainly in the following 

domains:  

 

Biomedical Research and Simulations: Biomedical research aims to model human bodily functions utilizing complex 

models (in vivo, in vitro models) and to simulate human biological processes. Due to this complexity which a common task 

especially in the era of precision medicine substantial computing capabilities are required that can be addressed by grid/cloud 

architectures as it is referred in the related literature [3, 4]. 

Over the latest years, there is a growing research utilizing wearable body sensors recording vital biosignals (eg ECG, EEG, 

EMG, breath pattern. blood pressure, temperature, body activity etc) which through Internet of Things (IoT) or Internet of 

m-Health Things (mIoT) [5] services connect to grid or cloud computing services to analyze recordings and support health-

related applications.  

 

Genomic Research: Grid computing is utilized for extensive sequence analysis derived from genomic databases, enabling 

researchers to investigate genetic variants and comprehend disorders at a molecular scale. 

 

Medical Imaging Processing: Grid/cloud computing has been utilized widely in the area of medical imaging to process 

and analyze medical images of different modalities (such as MRI, CT, SPECT, X-rays, etc). The grid infrastructure enables 

multilevel services such as the data storage across multiple nodes in the grid, the parallel processing during algorithm 

execution [6] (eg heavy computational tasks such as Medical Image 3D Reconstruction), the scalability of the computing 

infrastructure, the security of the sensitive medical data, the sharing of medical data [7] and the creation of create virtual 

machines for specific computational tasks.  

 

Clinical Trials and Epidemiological Studies: Grid computing facilitates the management and analysis of large datasets 

derived from clinical trials, empowering researchers to discern patterns, associations, and prospective therapeutic results.  

Extensive epidemiological investigations, which entail evaluating data from several sources, can take advantage of the 

distributed computational capabilities of grids. 

 

Drug Discovery: Grid computing facilitates the simulation and analysis of drug interactions, helping in the discovery of 

potential pharmaceutical compounds and accelerating the drug development process. 

 

The studies of grid/cloud computing for medical applications along with technologies used, healthcare domain and 

contribution are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Overview of medical grid/cloud computing applications studies along with technologies used, healthcare domain and 

contribution 

Study Technology Domain Contribution 

Ramos et al. [4] Grid computing Biomedical Research and Simulations 
Software framework incorporating Machine 

Learning classifiers. 

Arbona et al. [8] Grid computing Biomedical Research and Simulations Advanced computational and data services 

Kumar et al. [9] Grid computing Medical Imaging Processing 
Good performance in very large datasets, 

advantage of nodes over high-bandwidth WAN  

Huang et al. [6] Grid Computing Medical Imaging Processing 
It does not require to significant rewrite the image 

processing codes, computational effectiveness 

Lebre et al. [7] Cloud Computing Medical Imaging Sharing 

Proposes a shared medical imaging repository and 

a secure accounting mechanism that can be 

integrated with modern DICOMWeb services for 

storage, search, and retrieve medical imaging data 

Sinnott et al. [10] Grid Computing Clinical Trials 
Accessing and using clinical datasets in a flexible, 

dynamic and secure manner 

Kyriazis et al. [11] Grid Computing Clinical Trials 

Yields very good results for the 

conducted virtual trial in agreement with the 

outcome of the real clinical study 

Wegener et al. [12] Grid Computing Clinical Trials 
Provides integration of R in a grid architecture 

executing complex analysis scenaria 

Wegener et al. [13] Grid Computing Clinical Trials 

Provides an update to the ACGT GridR 

environment that enables the parallelization of R 

scripts loops for their distributed execution on a 

computing grid 

Singh et al. [14] Grid Computing Genomic Research 

Achieves significant speedups on grid prototype, 

easily programmable mass-produced graphics 

hardware 

Hemandezl et al. [15] Grid Computing Genomic Research 

Reducing the computational time of the Blast 

process for thousands of sequences, increased 

performance 

Nguyen et al. [16] Cloud Computing Genomic Research 

CloudAligner achieves good performance, covers 

most primary features, is more accurate in next 

generation sequencing (NGS) analysis. 

Langmead et al. [17]  Cloud Computing Genomic Research 

Parallelizes efficiently sequence alignment and 

genotyping algorithms. Allows large datasets of 

DNA sequences to be analyzed rapidly without 

sacrificing accuracy or requiring extensive 

software engineering efforts 

Matsunaga et al. [18] Cloud Computing Genomic Research 
CloudBlast performs efficiently massive sequence 

alignment 

Langmead et al. [19] Cloud Computing Genomic Research 

Myrna, cloud-computing pipeline for calculating 

differential gene expression in large RNA-Seq 

datasets 

Habegger et al. [20] Cloud Computing Genomic Research 

VAT, functionally annotate variants from multiple 

personal genomes, provides a novel means of 

clearly visualizing the functional impact of 

variants across different transcript isoforms of a 

given gene  

Kim et al. [21] Grid Computing Drug Discovery 

DrugScreener-G can hide technical details 

of Grid computing from users and also support 

multiple Grid middleware 
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C. Computational grid fault tolerance 

 

Grid/cloud computing systems, despite their overall advantages, are prone to faults that have a negative impact on their 

performance [22] and reliability [23]. Failures or error conditions include hardware failures (power failure, host crash, etc), 

software errors (memory leak, numerical exceptions, etc) and other types of failures (network congestion) [24]. Fault 

tolerance in grid systems includes the fault detection/identification and the development of recovery techniques to restore 

normal operation and enable uninterrupted calculations. The recovery techniques can be divided into task-level and 

workflow-level techniques [24].  

We will focus on the task-level techniques, including checkpoint, grid resources replication, tasks rescheduling and data 

replication [23]. Checkpointing is the procedure of periodically saving the state of a running process, allowing a failing 

process to be restarted from its checkpoint [23]. Checkpoint procedures have been utilized in many grid computing 

applications [25-27]. Grid resource replication involves the simultaneous execution of an identical calculation and the 

maintenance of an identical state by numerous grid resources [23]. The objective of replication is to guarantee that there is 

always at least one replica that will complete the calculation in case all the others fail.  

Another fault recovery technique is the dynamic rescheduling of a failed task. Huedo et al. [28], proposed an adaptive 

framework that monitors efficient task execution and adapts resources for better performance. In [29], a low-cost 

rescheduling policy was presented, providing good performance results. In [30], a novel adaptive rescheduling algorithm 

was proposed allowing for a collaborative workflow planner. Data replication was also applied as a fault recovery technique 

in grid systems [31]. In [32], a data replication method based on economic models was proposed, optimizing both the 

selection of replicas and the dynamic creation of replicas. In [33], a replica catalog algorithm was introduced that 

automatically detects simultaneous access to the replica by multiple nodes which was implemented as XML-based replica 

location service.  

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, we investigated the requirements of the medical applications that are addressed by the grid computing systems 

and we perform a literature review with grid/cloud computing applications in healthcare sector.  

The reviewed literature demonstrates the versatility of grid computing, offering computational efficiency for the processing 

and analysis of large datasets, facilitating collaborative research endeavors, and enhancing the efficiency of healthcare 

systems.  

In conclusion, this research paper has explored the complex domain of grid computing and its significant implications for 

medical and healthcare applications. The profound impact of grid computing in this field is clearly demonstrated by its 

capacity to meet the increasing requirements of data-intensive activities, improve computational effectiveness, and promote 

collaborative research efforts.    
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